Introduction
Let M be a finite set, w.l.o.g. M = {1, ... , m~. [H] or (D-T~.) An answer is contained in [W] [G] and [Ki-Li] . Section 3 is devoted to the notion of sets of block structure which has been introduced in [W] and is useful for our purposes.
This notion is closely related to the concept of almost constant sequences which has been studied by Rindler and Losert, cf. for instance [Ri] , [RiLo] and [Lo] . They continued investigations due to Rauzy, cf. [Rau] (1) Suppose, by contradiction, that there is some E &#x3E; 0 such that for ah 6 &#x3E; 0 and all N there is a 6-partition 1(6, N) = (Ik(6, N))keN and an N' = lV '( ~, N ) 
